
Hazard substances and new organisms 
Framework

1. Relationship between financial, social and 
natural dimensions – trade-offs and synergies.

2. Consideration of subjective-wellbeing. 

3. Distributional analysis is important to identify 
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1. Factor in both the positive and negative implications of changing regulations.
2. How public feel about the level of risk is necessary to factor in.
3. Advice should not just be the outcome of a CBA – identify the winners and losers. 

possible winners/losers.

Policy implications



Better business case (BBC) guidance

• Purpose: “provide an overview of what is expected 
and who needs to do what in the development and 
assessment of business cases for capital proposals.”

• New Crown funding of > $25m
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• New Crown funding of > $25m

• Areas such as roads, buildings, IT infrastructure, 
public transport, prisons etc. 

• Potentially updating guidance incorporating new 
Living Standards Framework.



BBC guidance – Christchurch re-build  
Framework

1. Infrastructure and housing – create a broad 
flow of benefits – but come at fiscal cost.

2. Regulatory setting can impact on security and 
freedom, and in turn incomes and wealth.
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1. Recognise the wider-benefits of infrastructure investments, as well as fiscal costs.
2. When investing consider regulatory options that better manage risk and maintain freedoms.
3. Consider who benefits from an investment - target those who will benefit most.

freedom, and in turn incomes and wealth.

3. Distributional analysis allows assessment of 
the potential winners/losers of investment.

Possible guidance



Measurement, reporting and policy 

• Linkages between M R P essential – focus of agenda.
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• Information on results across  state sector and the 

progress towards them could be made publicly available.

• Possible next step:  National Progress Report  (NPR) – help 

set strategic policy direction and engage with public.
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Treasury’s Living Standards Framework: 
Putting wellbeing frameworks at the heart of policy making

Ben Gleisner: Head, Living Standards Project Team, New Zealand Treasury


